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Comments on the Draft White Paper on a Conceptual Example of a
Proposed Risk Management Regulatory Framework Policy Statement

The draft "White Paper on a Conceptual Example of a Proposed Risk Management

Regulatory Framework Policy Statement" begins with a high level conceptual statement of

how a risk management regulatory framework (RMRF) should work in Section L.A "Risk

Management Activities and Policies". This is an appropriate approach and is consistent with

the overall philosophies embodied in the Reactor Oversight Process (ROP) originally adopted
following Commission acceptance of the principles in SECY 99-007. The five main points
from Section IA are:

* Establishing what is an acceptable level of risk (e.g., safety goals);

" Deciding how risk should be measured (e.g., quantitative or qualitative);

* Establishing acceptable methods to determine risk (e.g., analytical tools);

* Determining how risk can be monitored (e.g., performance monitoring); and

* Establishing risk-informed decision making process (e.g., including how to treat
uncertainties, deterministic considerations).

Unfortunately, the subsequent discussions in the white paper do not conform to that
framework and the resulting discussion is disjoint.

For example, Section 1.B discusses defense-in-depth (DID) in some detail. While there is a
Commission Safety Goal Policy Statement and a policy statement on the use of Probabilistic
Risk Assessment Methods in Nuclear Regulatory Activities (60 FR 42622, August 16, 1995),
there is no policy statement with the same level of peer review and public comment on
regulatory use of the DID concept. Historically, DID has been used in two primary ways by the
NRC. One is a surrogate for reliability wherein having multiple, redundant, and occasionally
diverse barrriers radioactivity release to the public lowers the likelihood of such an event,
thereby reducing risk (qualitatively). The second major regulatory use of the DID philosophy
is as a deterministic methodology for addressing risk uncertainties in the regulatory process.
In fact, both of these concepts are included in the fifth bullet above and are commonly found
in other implementation documents such as Regulatory Guide 1.174 which addresses the use
of risk assessment in changes to the existing deterministic regulatory processes.

It is not clear why this supporting principle (DID) is being elevated to a co-equal or (it could be
argued) primary position in subsequent discussions. The staff seems to be proposing
elevating the preservation of DID to primacy over what the Atomic Energy Act (AEA) clearly
states as the Commission's mandate to protect the public and the environment from undue
risk. Instead of using risk-informed processes (per the Safety Goal and PRA Policies) where
DID is a key deterministic and qualitative component of the process, the staff is proposing that
DID is the primary principle. Risk-informed activities then become a tool for demonstrating
that DID requirements are maintained or for marginally improving the effectiveness of the DID



process. This is a reversal of long standing practice that needs to be stated clearly and
objectively by the staff so that the Commission can appropriately determine if it wishes to
change course on those two policy statements in favor of a new statement on the primacy of
DID for decision making.

For example, in Section III, the draft White Paper discusses a potential policy statement for
the RMRF for treatment of byproduct, source, and special nuclear materials.

'The NRC will manage the risks associated with activities that use byproduct, source

and special nuclear materials through appropriate use of a Risk Management
Regulatory Framework (RMRF) that considers defense-in-depth, results of risk
assessments, insights, and performance-based regulatory controls and oversight. The
RMRF is to be based on a risk-informed, performance-based defense-in-depth strategy
that employs successive levels of defense to compensate for uncertainties and makes
the activity more tolerant of failures, external challenges, and malicious acts. The
RMRF is applicable to all regulated activities and should be applied in a consistent and
coherent fashion commensurate with the hazards and technology of the regulated
activity."

However, the subsequent discussions in Section III do not follow the five concepts identified in
Section L.A in an orderly and coherent manner as noted below.

Establishing what is an acceptable level of risk (e.g., safety goals); There is no
discussion of what constitutes an acceptable level of risk nor is there any discussion of
how such a determination should be made. Instead, the White Paper discusses how
DID is the primary tool to be used for assurance of adequate protection but does not
directly address the question of an acceptable level of risk (i.e., "how safe is safe

enough").

" Deciding how risk should be measured (e.g., quantitative or qualitative); The
discussion indicates that risk tools should be used to the extent available and in a
manner to support regulatory decisions. This discussion is vague and always includes

the term "where practical" as a caveat. This indicates that the use of risk evaluations

and insights is an optional activity or at best a supplemental activity rather than a
primary focus.

" Establishing acceptable methods to determine risk (e.g., analytical tools); The
discussion does little to describe methods for determining risk that would be needed to
be compared with the acceptable level of risk (see the first bullet).

" Determining how risk can be monitored (e.g., performance monitoring); The
discussions mention using risk-informed performance monitoring in passing but do not
delineate how this would be implemented.

* Establishing risk-informed decision making process (e.g., including how to. treat
uncertainties, deterministic considerations). The discussion provides only



generic consideration for treatment of uncertainties, but does discuss in Section II high
level concepts for a risk-informed decision making process. It primarily asserts that
using the traditional DID process assures adequate protection from undue risk (without
providing a technical basis for that assertion), It also indicates that using risk insights
might improve the existing process. 'The answers to these three questions have

ensured that appropriate regulatory actions have been taken in a manner which
adequately considers risk. This has resulted in some unevenness and inefficiency in
regulatory decision-making. A logical evolution to a regulatory framework with
consistent implementation of basic risk elements would represent an improvement, not
a radical or revolutionary change, to the existing way NRC regulates." Thus, RMRF
is intended to be a subordinate and supplemental means of improving the existing
regulatory framework. The remainder of the discussion in Section III delves into DID
and other, miscellaneous principles that have little to do with assessing, monitoring,
and assuring that acceptable risk is maintained. Instead, it provides a list of principles
that represent existing regulatory practices that apparently need to be included in a
policy statement such as:

* "Emphasis should be placed on design measures versus operational controls."
* "Capability to implement worker and public protection actions should be

provided."
* "Coordination and cooperation should take place with other affected Federal

Agencies and Agreement States."
* "Passive design features should be emphasized."
* "The failure of one level of defense should not lead to failure of other levels of

defense."

While each of these items (and the others not listed here) may be appropriate activities in
many, if not all, regulatory actions, it is not clear that they rise to the level of importance of
inclusion a policy statement.

In summary, rather than presenting a policy on risk management as indicated in Section L.A,
this White Paper seems to be more focused on establishing DID as the primary function of the
agency with limited and carefully restricted use of risk tools and insights in a subordinate role
to DID. It would be better to clearly state that DID is the Commission policy with limited use
of risk information to "improve" the effectiveness of regulation if that is the intent of the White
Paper.

A better approach would for the white paper should emphasize the five principles in Section
L.A as the primary function of the agency and indicate how DID will be used as a surrogate for
determining the acceptable level of risk (how safe is safe enough), how one measures risk,
what risk methods should be used, how risk is monitored, and how decision-making
incorporates uncertainties and deterministic factors in the process. When risk methods, tools,
and levels of acceptable risk are too difficult to use in a practical manner, then a surrogate
such as DID is a responsible and acceptable alternative. After all the AEA did not instruct the
agency to ensure that the public and the environment were protected from undue chancges to
DID.


